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CIRCULAR

Sub: Mentors allocation forthe Academi. Year AY 2018-191'r Semest€r

Ihefollow ngfaculty membeG havesiven responsibility as mentoG forthe
Academ ic Year AY 2018 19 1r1 Semester. ln this regard, allthe mentors are

requested to dothe mentorship rolesand responsibillties propedy.
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sub: MentoB .llo..tion for the a@demic Year aY 2018-191" sem€st€r
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CIRCULAR

Sub: MentoB allo.ation forth€ Aed€mlc Year AY 2OlE-191'r Sem€ster

Thefollowingfaculty members have given responsibilityas mentorslorthe
AcademicYearAY 2018-19 1'r S€ mester. ln this resard, allthe mentoG ar€

requested to do the mentorship oles and responsibilities propedy.
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BIET/ MENTOR-MENTEE/ AY: 2018-2019/1     Date: 07.07.2018 

 

 

CIRCULAR 

 

 

SUB: MENTORING THE STUDENTS:- REG 

 

 

Improvement of Student’s Academic Performance, Mark’s and Measures to be taken. 

 

1. Within month from the admission, the class I/C should prepare a report about the student’s 

    name, roll no, previous pass % for SSC, Inter, EAMCET rank, previous medium of 

study, Background (Urban/Rural) etc. This record should be maintained by the Department 

as well as a copy should be forwarded to the Academic Council. 

 

2. For constant monitoring of the students academic performance & improvement, student   

academic record such as SSC, Inter marks should be compared With B.Tech I, II, III, IV 

semester wise marks. For any student whose academic performances are falling from the 

previous record, immediate counseling should be done by the Mentor & Class I/C. They 

should be brought to notice of parents as well as Dean Academics. 

 

3. Within 1st one month of the semester, class I/C along with the mentors should identify the 

students with the poor communication skills and arrange special communication skills 

classes with the help of English department. Similarly based on performance in the First 

mock test, Faculty should identify the underperforming students and organize bridge class 

for their improvement and to achieve better results in semester examinations.  

 

4. Every department should categorize all the subjects such as easy moderate & difficult and 

list should be submitted to the academic council. 

 

5. All the concerned faculty should ensure the minimum of pass percent as follows: 

85% for easy subject 

75% for moderate subject and  

65%  for difficult subjects. 

5% concession in the minimum pass percent can be considered for the 

departments which gets the ;last ranker students 

 

6. If results in any subject are less than minimum percent as mentioned above than the faculty 

should be removed from the college, also the information about the removal of such faculty 

along with the reason should be circulated among the department faculty members. 

 

7. For the improvement of the students academic performance, every department should 

conduct mock test/mid exam every month i.e after completion of one unit in syllabus. 

Initially, a mock test should be conducted within four weeks in the unit 1, to identify weak 

student subject wise. Performance of the student should be monitored in the mock test and 

mid exams and students should be counseled for the further improvement 
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8. Bridge classes should be conducted by the same faculty for underperforming students 

based on their performance in the mock test and remedial classes should be conducted by 

the senior faculty of the department for the subjects in which the final exam result is poor 

9. Timetable should be displayed for the remedial classes and classes should commence 

immediately 2 days after the announcement of the semester results. It is the responsibility 

of the academic I/C to prepare the timetables for the bridge and remedial classes and 

responsibility of the admin in charge and class in charge to ensure students attendance for 

these classes.100% attendance is mandatory for the bridge classes and remedial classes . If 

not such students can be sent out of the college by issuing TC 

 

10. Any student who is having more than 2 backlogs, parents should be called for giving an 

undertaking about students academic improvement as well as regularity as in regular and 

remedial classes.. 

11. Every faculty should ensure that the students should perform well consistently and get 

marks in internal exams as well as external exams. 

 

12. If still the students' performance does not improve, then the student name can be removed 

from the roll list. 

 

13. Mentor and Class I/C should ensure that student’s result, attendance, mid marks and 

Backlogs, If any, should be communicated to the parents through register post and 

acknowledgement should be pasted in the concerned students mentoring report, for further 

verification. Mentor’s can also send an SMS to the parents along with the letters. 

 

14. If any students have more than four backlogs in 1 st year and more than 7 backlogs in 2nd 

and 3 rd years, such students names should be removed from the roll list and TC must be 

issued. 

 

15. Due to the vindictive attitude of any faculty or any other reason, student should not be 

penalized and fair marks should be allotted in the internals .Hence to ensure these subject 

wise internal marks should be verified by the Dept. Academic Incharge and Academic 

council before uploading  it on the university website .Academic council should identify 

the abnormalities such as very less marks to any student or very high marks to all the 

students verify the genuinity and ask the concerned faculty for explanation.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



S.No. Name of the Mentor Designation Department Issues faced by mentors in mentoring the students

1 DR. E. VENKAT REDDY PROFESSOR ECE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

2 DR.RAMBABU VATTI PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

3 DR.NAVEEN RATHE PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to focus on enterprunership abilities

4 DR.SATISH SAINI PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

5 DR.MAHESHWARI VIKAS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

6 DR. KALYAN KASTHURI ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

7 DR.K.S BALAMURUGAN ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

8 DR.G.JEGAN ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ECE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

9 DR. NEERAJ KUMAR MISHRA ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to the college 

10 DR.PAPIYA DATTA ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

11 PODILA SWAPNA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

12 KATAMAREDDY SWAPNA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

13 KONTHAM GOUTHAMI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

14 BODAPATLA VENKAT REDDYASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

15 GOLLAPALLY SHIVAKUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

16 VANGOORI DEEPIKA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

17 V. PRADEEP KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

18 R. SATHISH KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

19 D.SANKARA REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

20 K. PAVAN KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to the college 

21 N.ASHALATHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

22 M.B.R.SRINIVAS ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

23 CHANDRIKA MOHAN BABU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

24 V.V. UJWALA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

25 I.RAVIKUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

BHARAT INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
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26 CH KRANTHI REKA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

27 R .BASWA RAJU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

28 T.V.SURESH KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

29 G.KISHORE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to the college 

30 G.UDAYA SREE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to the college 

31 S.KIRANMAYI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

32 G.P.RAMACHARYULU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

33 S.RAHUL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

34 P.RAVIKRISHNA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

35 B. SHRIDHAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

36 G.SURENDER REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to the college 

37 SRI SAHITHI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

38 G. JOY SANGEETH RAJ ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to the college 

39 L. CHANDRA SHEKAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

S.No. Name of the Mentor Designation Department Issues faced by mentors in mentoring the students

40 PRASAD.P ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

41 T.VENKATA RAGHAVENDRA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to the college 

42 MEHERWAL SURBHI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to focus on enterprunership abilities

43 P.PRASANTH KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to the college 

44 ARCHANA SOMAN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

45 N.HARSHITHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

46 CH .ASWINI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

47 I.VINOD KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

48 M.PRASHANTH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

49 G NITHISHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

50 N.UPENDER ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ECE Motivating the students to take up higher education

51 DR. J. V. JENY PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

52 DR.NEERAJ SHARMA PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

53 DR.PRADYNA PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

54 DR.P.VELMURUGAN ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

55 DR. ANITHA BAI ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to be regular to the college 

56 DR .R .DELSHI HOWSALYA DEVIASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CSE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

57 V.VEERABHADRAM ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

58 P. SRINIVASA RAO ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

59 V. SATYANARAYANA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

60 TALLOJU SOWMYA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

61 BESTTI KEERTHI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

62 CHATTERJEE PRIYADARSHINIASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education



63 NALLAMALLA GEETHANJALIASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to focus on enterprunership abilities

64 DHARMARAJ BALAMAHALAKSHMIASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

65 SARABU JOSHNA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

66 P V SARATH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

67 CHINTHALA SHALINI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

68 K.S. PARIMALA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

69 P. DINESH CHANDRA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

70 Y. SIRISHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

71 B. ARATHI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

72 FARHANA BANO ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

73 M. RAJ KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

74 MUBEENA BEGUM ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

75 M. SHIVA PRASAD ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

76 V. SHIVA KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

77 V.SARITHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

78 G.KALYANI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

79 ROMY SINHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

80 N.ARUNA JYOTHI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

81 Y.SOWJANYA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

82 MR. K.GOPI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

83 TIRUMALESH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

84 CHAITANYA SAI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

85 JHANSI RANI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to focus on enterprunership abilities

86 P.PRIYA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

87 EKAMBARAM ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

88 P.KIRANMAI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Councelled the students to get good grades in mid exams

89 DLN PRASUNA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

90 CHANNABASAMMA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

S.No. Name of the Mentor Designation Department Issues faced by mentors in mentoring the students

91 M.VINEELA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

92 K.SURENDRA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

93 K.SHARATH KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

94 R.AKHILESH REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

95 P.MUNISEKHAR PRUDHI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to focus on enterprunership abilities

96 MANOHOR GOSUL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

97 K.THIRUPAL REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

98 M.VIJAYABHARATHI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

99 FLORA MATHEW ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams



100 MUNIDHANLAKSHMI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Motivating the students to take up higher education

101 N.UMA SANKARI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Councelled the students to get good grades in mid exams

102 NEHA JADHAV ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CSE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

103 ADDOJU NEERAJA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IT Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

104 ETTEBOINA RAJU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IT Motivating the students to take up higher education

105 KORIGINJA BHASKAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IT Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

106 CHERKUPALLY NAGENDRA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IT Mentoring the students to excel in academics

107 G.RASHMI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IT Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

108 V.NEHRU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IT Motivating the students to focus on enterprunership abilities

109 N.DEEPIKA RANI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IT Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

110 Y.SAILAJA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IT Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

111 V.SUDHESNA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IT Motivating the students to take up higher education

112 DR.ARUL PRAKASH PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

113 DR. PRAMOD KUMAR GOUDA PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

114 DR. J.BHAGWAN REDDY PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

115 DR. MADHIARASAN ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in mid exams

116 DR.CH. SANTHAN KUMAR ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

117 N.NAGASEKHARA REDDY ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

118 POTHULA RAJA SEKHAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

119 DR N.BALAJI ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

120 K. SRINIVASA RAO ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to focus on enterprunership abilities

121 G. KAMALAKER REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

122 T.SUKANTH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to take up higher education

123 S.SURESH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

124 RAMJI TIWARI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to take up higher education

125 D.CHINNA KULLAY REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

126 K.VINAY KUMAR REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

127 PRIYANSU CHANDAN BEHERAASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

128 S.VIJAY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in mid exams

129 CH.PRASHANTHI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to take up higher education

130 G.SUMANA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

131 P. SRAVAN KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

132 U.V.S.R.HARISHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to focus on enterprunership abilities

133 S.MARLIN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

134 G.ABHILASHA REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to take up higher education

135 B.VASANTH REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

136 V SAMPATH KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

137 Y.V.PRASHANT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to take up higher education



138 BASAVA REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

139 K.M.PERUMAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in mid exams

140 A MANORANJITH KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Mentoring the students to excel in academics

141 B.SANTHOSHI KUMARI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

S.No. Name of the Mentor Designation Department Issues faced by mentors in mentoring the students

142 G.KARUNAKAR REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to take up higher education

143 B.VIJAYA LAKSHMI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

144 TEJASWINI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EEE Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

145 DR.S.SAI KUMAR PROFESSOR MECH Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

146 DR.DIPESHPOPLI ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to take up higher education

147 D.GOVIND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivatinf the students to participate in technical events in college

148 M.VIDHYASAGAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Councelled the students to get good grades in mid exams

149 CHALLA MURALI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to be regular to the college 

150 ADELLI VENKAT BABU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to take up higher education

151 D CHANDRA SEKHAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

152 B.SURESH KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Mentoring the students to excel in academics

153  P. SRINIVAS KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

154 A.NAVYASREE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

155 K.MOUNIKA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

156 N.RAJASHEKAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to take up higher education

157 K.RAJU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Councelled the students to get good grades in mid exams

158 G.KRISHNAVENI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

159 T.RAMACHANDRU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to take up higher education

160 MANOJ KUMAR KAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivatinf the students to participate in technical events in college

161 HARISH KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

162 BIKESH KUMAR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

163 PRADEEPM.CHAVAN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Mentoring the students to excel in academics

164 MR.CH.RAVIKISHORE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

165 MS.B.MOUNIKA NAIDU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

166 G MADHUBABU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

167 N .NAGARAJAN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to take up higher education

168 V. RAVINDRA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

169 K .RAJ NARAYAN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

170 P. LOKESH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

171 C .ANIL KUMAR REDDY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Motivating the students to take up higher education

172 D. SRINIVAS ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECH Councelled the students to get good grades in mid exams

173 DR. YALAVARTHY SHYAM PRASADPROFESSOR CIVIL Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

174 A. GLADWIN ALEX ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams



175 GODASI SESHA VENKATA SAI CHAITANYAASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Mentoring the students to excel in academics

176 SANAKA VINEELA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

177 VAVILALA APARNA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

178 VADREVU MANVITA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Motivating the students to take up higher education

179 DUDEKULA MAHAMMED RASOOLASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Motivatinf the students to participate in technical events in college

180 PINUPOLU VISHNU PRIYA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

181 B K NITHYA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

182 VASALLA SURENDRA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Motivatinf the students to participate in technical events in college

183 GADDAM MADHAVA KRISHNA REDDYASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

184 BAGADI RAMESH CHANDRA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Motivating the students to take up higher education

185 JAKINALAPALLY NARESH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

186 LAWATE VANARAJ RAVISHANKARASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Councelled the students to get good grades in mid exams

187 MALLEBOINA MOUNIKA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Mentoring the students to excel in academics

188 TALLA RAMPRASANNA KUMAR REDDYASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

189 GANAPAVARAPU NAGA VENKATA SAI TEJAASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

190 THADAPANENI KANAKESWARA RAOASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

191 NAGARAJU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CIVIL Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

S.No. Name of the Mentor Designation Department Issues faced by mentors in mentoring the students

192 DR.H.P.SRICHAND PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

193 DR. PEER MOHAMMAD ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

194 DR. B. PRASADA RAO ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

195 DR.G.GAYATRI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivatinf the students to participate in technical events in college

196 DR.CH RAKESH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Mentoring the students to excel in academics

197 DR P VIHSNU VARDHAN REDDYASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

198 DR V NAGAVENI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

199 DR. SOPHIA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

200 DR. SHIVAGAMI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

201 KALAHASTHI SANDHYA KIRANASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Councelled the students to get good grades in mid exams

202 N SHALINI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

203 D.SWATHI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

204 B ARPITA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivatinf the students to participate in technical events in college

205 SHIV KUMAR RAJ ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

206  BATOOL FATIMA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

207 QUADRI ZEHRA TAHIR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Mentoring the students to excel in academics

208 PRIYADHARSHINI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams



209 PRIYA MINZ ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

210  K. KRANTHI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

211 CH KUMARA SWAMY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

212 TIRUMAL SRINU ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

213 D RAJYALAXMI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

214 SNEHA PRABHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

215 SYED ZEENATH FATHIMA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

216 REKHA SINHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

217 P RAHIRA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivatinf the students to participate in technical events in college

218 C.RAJESWARY SOWMYA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Mentoring the students to excel in academics

219 K SUBRAHMANYAM ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

220 SANGEETHA SAHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

221 K. TEJASWINI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

222 SUDEEPTHI KANTH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S&H Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

223 DR. P. NEERAJA PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

224 DR. RAMESH SAFARE PROFESSOR MBA Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

225 DR. T. SHANMUGHA PRIYA ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

226 DR. CH SHANKAR ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MBA Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

227 DR. KAHMEERA SHAIK ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MBA Mentoring the students to excel in academics

228 Dr R. Shanmugam Professor MBA Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

229 Dr. Razi Anwar Associate Professor MBA Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences

230 Dr.K. Satish Associate Professor MBA Motivatinf the students to participate in technical events in college

231 MAHESWARRAW SUNDARGIRIASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Motivatinf the students to participate in technical events in college

232 K. SHRAVANI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

233 B. BALAMURALI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

S.No. Name of the Mentor Designation Department Issues faced by mentors in mentoring the students

234 ARSHIYA SULTANA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

235 K. MAMATHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

236 FOUZIA BEGUM ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

237 G. HARISH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to follow the proper dress code as per BIET rules

238 TARAWAMAN RAO SAMPATEASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Councelled the students to get good grades in final semester exams

239 M.RAJA LAKSHMI ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Mentoring the students to excel in academics

240 KANDIMALLA SRIJA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to participate in national and international conferences



241 RAJESH JABBADE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to be regular to classes concentrate on studies

242 M. RAMYA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to actively participate in club activities

243 B. LEEJITHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Motivating the students to follow the discipline in the campus

244  K. SOUMYA SREE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Mentoring the students to excel in academics

245  K. SUMEDHA ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MBA Mentoring the students to excel in academics
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